Monday May 9th

2:00PM- The Impact of Covid-19 on Industries, Public Transportation and Commuting patterns
Faculty: Jiyoung Park
URP 581/582 Planning Practicum
Zoom & Youtube
Focus on the impact of COVID-19 on Industries, Public Transportation, and Commuting Patterns in Syracuse, San Francisco, and New York City. We selected these three cities to better understand how the pandemic impacted cities of various population sizes. Through our findings, our studio discusses the implications these transit changes present for low-income communities
Zoom Link: https://buffalo.zoom.us/j/980767260597
pwd=RXpkOudzVm1PN0N6Y1N0UvNiv2JSZ29
Youtube Link: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCol0v2vFTDZ3WlVT6qAq9A

Wednesday May 11th

12:00PM- Broadway Fillmore Neighborhood Plan
Faculty: Bradley Everdyke & Herbert (Chihuangji) Wang
END460 Environmental Design Workshop 4
Hayes 402

1:00PM- Aging and Urban Planning
Faculty: Libertad Figueroa & Rey Medina
END460 Environmental Design Workshop 4
402 Hayes
The city of Buffalo along with other major cities in the United States have seen an increase in the older population with a lack of resources being provided to the citizens which can have adverse effects on the ability of a city to grow. This workshop focused on the social and human aspects of planning and design and being able to identify where and what types of inequities exist.

2:00PM- Designing for Health Quality and Equity on the East side of Buffalo NY
Faculty: Alan Viakancic & Michaela Lipman
402 Hayes
END460 Environmental Design Workshop 4
The East Side of Buffalo has some of the poorest health outcomes in the City of Buffalo. This studio engaged the students in the relationship between health and urban design, and how as urban planners we can affect changes in health, livability, longevity, and community along a corridor that has been historically disinvested. This studio will also address fundamental changes in the road hierarchy and how we as planners can understand urban design through a different lens.

Monday May 16th

5:00PM- North Buffalo Rail Trail: An Equitable Community Engagement Framework
Faculty: Darren Cotton & Madison Rios
END460 Environmental Design Workshop 4
Zoom
Zoom Link: https://buffalo.zoom.us/j/956110956587
pwd=RGdiZLB1Tm1SS3dTSDM4TEF2V3hmUT09